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MinIO is a high performance, software-defined, distributed object storage sever,
designed for peta-scale dat infrastructure.
It was built from scratch with the private cloud as its target
MinIO Server
MinIO Client
MinIO SDK
The private cloud is a very different beast to the public cloud
Why?
We knew data would continue to grow
We felt strongly that S3 would overtake POSIX
We were confident that the bulk of data would exist outside of AWS
Private cloud finally started emerging last year
Why would you run MinIO in AWS on EBS when you already have S3?
Guiding principles
- MinIO is focused on performance. We believe we are the fastest object store in
existence
- MinIO is cloud native. It is the most K8s-friendly solution available for the private
cloud
- MinIO is 100% open-source giving us increasingly dominant position in the
enterprise
- MinIO is built for scale using the same philosophy as web scalers
- MinIO is designed for simplicity. Simplicity scales - across clients, clouds, and
machines.
MinIO is written in golang
100% open source
“The idea of holding customers hostage with a license key - those days are over”
*Jonathan Symonds, CMO
MinIO’s Reach
305.1M+ Docker Pulls
20K+ Github stars
6561 Slack members
507 contributors
Growth
Docker Pulls - 78% YoY
Unique users - 202% YoY
Direct downloads - 265% YoY growth

Developer traction (stars on GitHub)
MinIO 19956
Ceph 7276
Swift 2002
50% of the F500 runs MinIO
84 of F100 run MinIO
900K discrete instances of MinIO across 10K identifiable organisations
MinIO is deployed in 153 countries. North America, Europe dominate, followed by
China and other developing economies
Big Industries:
Software
Technology
Fin Services
Healthcare
Automotive
Government
Configurations
62% of all instances are containerised using Docker
27% of all instances using K8S - 43% of the containerised instances
Only 3% instances running in pure Gateway mode
Linux dominates (81%) followed by Windows (14%)
Product offerings
- splunk
- Nutanix Objects / Buckets based entirely on MinIO
- Qumulo
- Datera’s object layer is MinIO
- Object storage layer recommended for Portworx
- McKesson
- IBM
- Cerner
*Performance Benchmarks

Linear scalability

Why MinIO is so Fast
Single Layer
- single layer, object only (multiple layers cause latency, complexity)
SIMD Acceleration
- by writing the core parts of MinIO in assembly language (SIMD extension) we are
hyper fast on commodity hardware
No Metadata Database
- by writing object and metadata together you make all operations single and atomic
(multiple steps for other vendors)
Combination of GO and GOASM
- delivering C-like performance by combining GO + Assembly Language and
targeting them to the task
MinIO Deployment Use Cases
- Big Data / ML environments

- HDFS replacements
- High performance data lake / warehouse infrastructure
- Cloud native applications (replacing file and block)
- Multi-cloud environments (portability)
- Endpoint for streaming workloads
By deploying for performance, long term archival storage and DR are effectively free
*MinIO Architecture
AB

Every operation is atomically committed
Every node has a single process, heavily threaded
Multi tenants - start another server, run on a different port
“The best way to build a large infrastructure is to not build a large infrastructure build it in pods”

Enabling the world to speak S3
- MS Azure Blob Storage
- Google Cloud Storage
- AliBaba Cloud Storage
- BackBlaze B2
- NAS
Network is often the choking point

*The SUBNET Experience
How do we make money?
SUBNET is how customers interact with MinIO
- SUBNET brings Dev and Ops together
- SUBNET is real time
- SUBNET is continuous
I don’t want to lose data, I don’t want my data to be breached

SUBNET = Subscription Network
*Demo from Eco Wilson
*Splunk SmartStore Demo

